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Abstract: When deciding on and creating their own settlement environment, humans’ relationships
with water resources have evolved. From the earliest times when they observed water and learned
about its characteristics and laws to create artificial rivers, to the gradual development and use of
water resources to create water plants and pumping stations, to the management of water resources
to set up customs and dams to prevent and manage water hazards.To lay the groundwork for more
sustainable development of the relationship between humans and water in the city, it is important to
understand and summarize this state of change. Wuhan, known as the “City of a Thousand Lakes”,
is a typical case of studying the traditional relationship between Chinese people and water, and
can better provide modern cities with the value of historical experience in sustainable development.
Therefore, this study takes the Hankou town of Wuhan from 1635 to 1949 as the research object, uses
historical maps and written materials as data sources, and creates a database of historical information
based on the water system of Hankou and the sites of artificial settlements such as buildings and
streets. It takes quantitative analysis and map visualization techniques of the GIS platform from
the perspective of quantitative historical research. Firstly, it creates a database of historical informa-
tion based on the water system of Hankou and the sites of artificial settlements such as buildings
and streets. Secondly, it gives the quantitation about the human–water relationship in Hankou by
applying the spatial analysis methods of buffer analysis. The study’s findings demonstrate that
from 1635 to 1864 there were an increasing number of artificial settlement sites that were distributed
along the water system, keeping a reasonable distance from the water; from 1684 to 1905, people
constructed dikes to prevent flooding, which resulted in an increase in urban space; and from 1905
to 1949, the development of Hankou shifted toward the Hanjiang River and the Yangtze River. The
procedure shows a change in the relationship between avoiding water and subsequently managing
water and using water. The results of the study indicate the following: (1) Water is essential for the
environment of human settlements. (2) Human activities have an impact on the structure of water
systems. (3) There is a high degree of coupling between the Hankou urban water system and the sites
of artificial settlements. It proves that the relationship between humans and water is very close in the
process of modern urbanization in Hankou. In building a traditional habitat environment to regulate
water, it is consistent with the ancient Chinese concepts of “harmony between man and nature” and
“the best place to live is close to water conservancy but also avoid flood.” This paper is helpful for
re-examining and establishing the harmonious relationship between humans and water to encourage
sustainable urban growth and reshape the urban spatial environment with Chinese characteristics. It
also provides a method based on quantitative analysis for studying the evolution history of urban
settlement environments.
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1. Introduction

Some Chinese cities experienced issues during the country’s previous rapid urban-
ization process, including overuse of rivers and water pollution, which hampered the
towns’ ability to grow sustainably. Despite the fact that urban waterfront space has been
extensively addressed by nations throughout the world over the past several decades [1,2],
the understanding of the interaction between humans and water and the development of
water culture in various places provide a variety of conditions. We examine the environmen-
tal changes of ancient Chinese settlements and the ideas of human-habitat environments,
attempt to sort out the evolution of human-habitat environments through regional case
studies, empirically prove the ecological and environmental ideas of the ancients, and recon-
ceptualize the traditional water culture and soil space resources in order to better promote
the current Chinese urban construction model and the conservation and development of
soil space resources. A more sustainable approach to solving environmental and resource
problems in urban development can be facilitated by re-examining and reconstructing the
historical experience and the wisdom of habitat formation.

The settlement environment is a significant carrier of human activity, and this carrier
offers the prerequisites for both the start and growth of human activity as well as an environ-
mental foundation. The natural ecological space, man-made physical space, and spiritual
and cultural spaces all make up the settlement environment [3,4]. Due to the limitations of
scientific and technical advancement, the majority of the main study objects for the early
studies of settlement settings were based on historical map data and documentary records
that were still in existence [5–12]. This group of studies derived the settlement environment
of human activities from historical maps and pertinent documentary evidence [5], further
examined the distribution maps of the settlement environment and population settlement
densities [6], and outlined the constraints between human settlements and the environ-
ment [7]. Therefore, most of the early studies on the settlement environment were limited
to the study of a single element. Currently, however, researches on settlement environments
tend to explore the interrelationship between two or more elements, part of which examines
the relationship between historical traces of the natural environment and human activities,
such as studying the stratigraphic record of environmental resource bays [8], land use pat-
terns [9], and the redness and tree pollen proxies [11]. Another part studies the preferences
of settlement environments [10], spatial and cultural connotations [12], and elaborates
the ecological concept of habitat based on historical maps and related literature surveys.
Most of the current studies on settlements focus on population density [5,6,10,11], topog-
raphy [7–9], and village space [10,12]. The analysis of natural water resources, however,
is not given significant attention in this family of studies on the environmental elements
of settlements, and the research techniques lack data support. Numerous studies have
utilized interdisciplinary methods as a result of advancements in science and technology
to examine patterns of urban settlement through the quantitative analysis of big data and
GIS [1,2,13–22]. Some of these studies use GIS data management functions to establish
relevant databases [13,18] to explore the relationship between settlement morphology and
evolution; mapping functions are used to recover the different states of the study objects
in historical periods [14–17,22]. In addition, there are interdisciplinary studies using the
quantitative analysis function of GIS [15,18–20]. In contrast, domestic and international
studies on big data tend to concentrate on historical changes at the urban scale or the single
object, with little work being conducted on meso-town scales or the relationship between
humans and water in city areas.

In the literature related to human–water relationship, most previous studies on human–
water relationship have been conducted with information from hydrological data over a
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large time span [23,24], and there is a lack of cases of human–water relationship objects
studied over a short period of several hundred years. The study of human–water relation-
ship with one major river through several regions [25,26] lacks accurate research analysis
for one region. In addition to quantitative techniques such as data analysis, some studies
have demonstrated the close connection between humans and water through qualitative
texts [27–30]. These studies include one that examines the relationship by establishing
framework indicators [24], another that illustrates the foundation of the idea of coexistence
with water [27], and two more that investigate the evidence from historical experiences
captured in historical data [28,29]. There is a dearth of counterevidence studies on the
environmental development process and human–water relationship at the urban level
through reverse thinking, and the current research on human–water relationshiip is more
focused on the examination of existing data in a forward-thinking method.

Taking the formation and development of Hankou in Wuhan as an example, the history
of traditional habitat development in ancient China and the traditional human–water
relationship is the main topic of this study. According to the Chinese history, 1949 is
regarded as the founding of the People’s Republic of China, which was the beginning of
the modern period in China and meant the end of ancient China. The Hanjiang River
was diverted, and a port was built on the shore of Hankow, allowing people to trade
and congregate there to form a town, giving birth to the town of Hankow in Wuhan.
Additionally, since flooding occurred on the north side of Hankow every year during the
rainy season, the then-manager of Hankow proposed to build the Yuan Gong Dike in 1635
to prevent floods (the first man-made dike in the recorded history of Hankow). Therefore,
the period 1635–1949 was selected as the time boundary to study the relationship between
humans and water in the historical period of Hankow, China.

The main innovations of this paper are:

• The GIS platform is used to create a database of historical information for Hankou,
Wuhan, to perform spatial analyses on historical geographic information elements,
such as buffer analysis and density analysis. The buffer area analysis is used to quantify
the distribution of artificial settlement sites within the buffer area of the Hankow water
system; the kernel density estimation method is used to study the spatial density
distribution of point elements and reveal the distribution characteristics of artificial
settlement sites in different periods. The density distribution of line elements is used
to reveal the distribution characteristics of street evolution in different periods.

• This paper analyzes and summarizes the coupling relationship between the water
system and the sites of artificial settlements at the level of the town, whereas previous
studies on the relationship between humans and water have mainly focused on the
modern period and the historical changes of a single research object. The results of this
research demonstrate how closely related the Hankow people and water are, and have
verified the ancient Chinese traditional habitat creation and water management ideas
of “harmony between man and nature” and “ the best place to live is close to water
conservancy but also avoid flood.”

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area

Wuhan, often known as the “City of Thousands of Lakes”, is a major city in central
China. It is located where the Yangtze and Hanjiang rivers converge. The Hanjiang River’s
diversion, which is a typical case for researching the historical human–water relationship,
was fundamental to the development of Wuhan’s modern Hankou town; Figure 1. One
of Wuhan’s three towns is Hankou (Figure 1), and the Hanjiang River’s diversion gave
Hankou town an excellent geological foundation. With a history of only five hundred
years since its birth, traces of the city’s historical evolution can be seen in the existing
environment. Hankou’s artificial physical space and the natural water system have long
battled each other, resulting in a stable environment for habitation. In order to recover
the environmental evolution of the human–water relationship in Hankou through map
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visualization, this paper uses the water system and the sites of artificial settlements in
Hankou as its research object. This paper’s primary goal is to examine the characteristics of
the human–water relationship in Hankou, and more specifically, to examine and describe
the coupling between the water system and the sites of artificial settlements there between
1635 and 1949, a time when the Hanjiang River was diverted and helped to create the town;
As 1949 is widely regarded as the end of ancient China. In order to fulfill the goals of this
study, the period 1635–1949 was chosen as the temporal boundary.

Figure 1. Hubei Province of China. Image source: Standard map service website production.
https://www.resdc.cn.

2.2. Data Collection

This study examines the spatial and temporal distribution of the artificial settlement
sites (the locations of numerous sites left by ancient ancestors to explore their surroundings),
including historical buildings, bridges, gates, and streets within the study area, which are
derived from relevant historical documents, in which maps record the pertinent locations
of artificial settlement sites. This study’s findings provide insight into human activities in
the historical period of Hankou. In this study, such raster image data are manipulated for
vectorization. Considering the long period of the study, typical historical maps are selected
and imported onto the GIS platform to vectorize the information elements.

The main historical map data Table 1 and Figure 2 are shown. In this study, we digitally
extracted the raster data, produced related thematic maps through the digital operation of
GIS, and performed kernel density, line density, and buffer area analysis on the extracted
elements by using the spatial analysis function of GIS.

Since there were no historical records specifically about Hankow prior to the early
Qing dynasties (around the middle of the 17th century), information about Hankow before
1877 often appears in the historical records of the Hanjiang river, the three towns of Wuhan,
the Hanyang County Records, and the Wuchang County Records. Hankow has some very
old historical records, however, most of them are a bit disjointed and irregular. The old
maps documenting Hankou are as follows: the relevant old maps before 1877 are traditional
Chinese geomantic omen maps, the geomantic omen (also called Chinese Fengshui) map
is a kind of ancient map that depicts the relationship between geographical conditions
and planning layout of tombs, residences, and city sites. Meanwhile, the maps in 1864,
1868, and 1877 contain a large number of relative location relationships and names of
historical site points. It may be due to the different logical rules of Chinese map making
and foreign map making. As a result, this study processes old maps using overlay analysis
by locating information points that are identical across different maps and overlaying

https://www.resdc.cn.
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them to obtain the relative location analysis maps of Hankow water system and artificial
settlement sites respectively.

Table 1. Contents of the attribute table format of the historical information database.

No. Map Names Time Base Elements to Be
Extracted Image Source

a The View of Jianghan Around the middle of
the 17th century

“Wuhan Historical Atlas”, Library of
Wuhan MuseumTitle, Title: The View of

Jianghan (silk)

b The Map of Wuchang
Riverbank

Around the middle of
the 17th century “Wuhan Historical Atlas”

c Relief Map of the Three
Towns of Wuhan 1748 “Wuhan Historical Atlas”

d Wuhan City Map
(Hankou) 1864 Buildings, bridges,

gates, water systems
(Qing) Hubei Official Book Bureau,

Library of Congress Collection

e
Hankou Street Map of

the Continuing
Hanyang County

1868 Buildings, bridges,
gates, water systems

“Sequel to Hankou Street Map (Hankou)”,
Volume 1, Public Opinion Map

f Hankou Town Street
Map of Hubei 1877 Buildings, bridges,

gates, water systems Hubei Clan Publication

g Plan of Hankow 1909 Buildings
(In the first year of the Xuantong period of

the Qing Dynasty) Hankow Daily
News overprint

h Hankow with Hanyang
and wuchang 1915 Street, water system

An Official Guide to Eastern Asia, Volume
IV China. published by The Imperial

Japanese Government Railways. Tokyo

i Hankow Hanyang
and Wuchang 1917 Street, water system Hubei Clan Publication

j Map of Three Towns
in Wuhan 1918 Street, water system “The Complete History of the Province of

China”, Volume IX with maps

k Hankow with Hanyang
and Wuchang 1924 Street, water system “Wuhan Historical Atlas”

l Hankow 1927 Street, water system U.S. Army Map Service

m Wuhan City Street Map 1932 Street, water system Wuchang Yaxin Geoscience Society

n
The latest detailed

street map of
Wuhan city

1938 Street, water system “Wuhan Historical Atlas”

o Detailed street map of
New Wuhan City 1949 Street, water system Wuchang Yaxin Geosciences Society

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2. Cont.
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(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

(j) (k) (l)

(m) (n) (o)

Figure 2. Detailed historical map (Hankou area). (a) The View of Jianghan. (b) The Map of Wuchang
Riverbank. (c) Relief Map of the Three Towns of Wuhan. (d) Wuhan City Map (Hankou). (e) Hankou
Street Map of the Continuing Hanyang County. (f) Hankou Town Street Map of Hubei. (g) Plan of
Hankow. (h) Hankow with Hanyang and wuchang. (i) Hankow Hanyang and Wuchang. (j) Map
of Three Towns in Wuhan. (k) Hankow with Hanyang and Wuchang. (l) Hankow. (m) Wuhan
City Street Map. (n) The latest detailed street map of Wuhan city. (o) Detailed street map of New
Wuhan City.

2.3. Methodological Model

In this study, the technique of data spatial analysis and visualization of GIS is used
to describe and evaluate the human–water relationship in Hankou. The framework of
the method is proposed in Figure 3. The method is divided into three parts: collection
and digitization operation of historical maps, map visualization, related thematic maps,
and spatial analysis Figure 3.

• Digitization: the specific content refers to the compilation and collection of historical
textual information and historical maps related to the natural ecological space and
artificial physical space in the Hankow settlement environment, and the import of this
paper-based information into the GIS platform.

• Map visualization and related thematic maps: the specific content refers to importing
the information of river systems such as lakes and rivers as natural ecological spaces
and artificial settlement sites such as historical buildings, bridges, gates, and roads
as artificial physical spaces into the GIS platform. The location analysis maps of the
water system, the artificial settlement sites, and the location analysis maps between
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the water system and the artificial settlement sites are created in accordance with
the information related to the water system and the artificial settlement sites that are
expressed through GIS visualization.

• Spatial analysis: the specific content refers to studying the information on the river
system of natural ecological space and the information of historical sites of artificial
material space. The spatial relationship such as the density analysis and buffer analysis
of pertinent elements in the urban settlements is studied using the GIS platform,
as is the coupling association between the Hankou water system and the artificial
settlement sites.

Figure 3. Methodological model.

2.3.1. Digitization

After matching and calibrating the collected historical maps, the digitization operation
is used for statistical combining of the relevant textual information of the construction
period and historical events of the artificial settlement sites, which are recorded in the
Wuhan Geographical Names, Hankow Series, Xiakou County Records, etc. The contents
of the attribute table of the Hankow Historical Information Database are established as in
Table 2.

Table 2. Contents of the attribute table format of the historical information database.

Name Shape Elements Date of Construction Events

Names of the artificial settlement
sites as recorded in the historic map
(e.g., Shan-Shaan Association Hall)

Point shape

Building dates recorded in
the relevant historical

documents (the Kangxi era
of the Qing dynasty)

Building dates and historical events
recorded in the relevant documents (built
during the Kangxi period and destroyed
in the 1854 uprising in the fourth year of

the Xianfeng period)

Names of the streets on the map
(e.g., Zhongshan Street) Line shape

Building dates recorded in
the relevant historical

documents (1907)

Building dates and historical events
recorded in the relevant documents

(Hankow Fort was demolished in 1907,
and the wall base was converted into the

Back City Road, now known as
Zhongshan Avenue)

Names of the water systems on the
maps (e.g., the Yangtze River and

the Hanjiang River)
Plane element Birthdates in the relevant

historical records
Water system changes or events recorded

in the relevant historical documents

By calibrating the information recorded on the historical map and analyzing it with
the historical textual records to corroborate each other, we obtained information on the
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location, construction time, and events of the water system and the artificial settlement
sites Figures 4–6. The historical GIS database thus established.

Figure 4. Diagram of the Yudai River and North Yudai River. Image source: This drawing is based
on the 1864 “Wuhan City Map (Hankou)”.

Figure 5. Schematic diagram of the layout of water systems during 1932 based on GIS. Image source:
This drawing is based on the 1932 “Wuhan City Street Map”.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 6. Point element information in historical maps. (a) Guildhalls in the historical map. Image
source: This drawing is based on the 1864 “Wuhan City Map (Hankou). (b) Temple buildings in
the historical map. Image source: This drawing is based on the 1864 “Wuhan City Map (Hankou)”.
(c) Wharf buildings in the historical map. Image source: This drawing is based on the 1868 “Hankou
Street Map of the Continuing Hanyang County”. (d) Official buildings in the historical map. Image
source: This drawing is based on the 1864 “Wuhan Town Map (Hankow)”. (e) Official buildings in
the historical map. Image source: This drawing is based on the 1877 “ Hankou Town Street Map of
Hubei”. (f) Wharf buildings in the historical map. Image source: This drawing is based on the 1909
“Plan of Hankow”.
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2.3.2. Spatial Analysis
Buffer Analysis

The buffer area is the basic spatial operation of the Geographic Information Sys-
tem (GIS), and it can be applied to spatial analysis of roads [31], rivers [32,33], resource
allocation [34], land planning [35], and many other related fields [36,37].

A buffer area is a polygonal area with specified widths generated by setting specific
values of buffer radii around geographic elements, such as points, lines, and polygons.
Depending on the different geometric types of spatial objects, buffers are constructed in
different ways. From a mathematical point of view, a buffer area is a space that satisfies
certain conditions, and the mathematical expression is as follows.

Bi = {x : d(x, Oi) ≤ R} (1)

where Oi is the interesting object; R is the radius of the interesting field; d is the smallest
Euclidean geometric distance; Bi is the set of all points from Oi with radius R.

This study quantifies the distribution of artificial settlement sites in the buffer area of
the Hankou river system with the help of buffer area analysis. The main justification is
that the buffer area contains most of the artificial settlement sites close to the buffer object,
and the relationship between natural ecology and artificial materials in the urban settlement
environment is indicated by setting distance parameters and other relevant parameters.

Density Analysis

Spatial statistics plays an important role in the description and presentation of spatial
events [38–40]. Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) is the most commonly used method in
this class of statistics, which will always give the correct results [41–43]. KDE has been
used in research [44–46] to pinpoint spatial patterns and compute densities in time. They
can also be used to weghtedly examine incidents [47,48].

The Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) generates a spatially continuous density surface
of point element data by calculating the density of discrete points within a window and
using it as the window centroid to demonstrate spatial characteristics and trends. A higher
kernel density indicates a denser distribution of point elements. The specific calculation
formula is as follows.

f (x) =
1

nh2

n

∑
i=1

K
(

x− xi
h

)
(2)

where f (x) is the estimated value of the kernel density at the point x; x− xi is the distance
between the building point x and point xi; h is the search radius; n is the number of points
in the search range; K((x− xi)/h) is the kernel function [49].

In this study, we use KDE to study the spatial density distribution of point elements
from 1635 to 1905 and reveal the distribution characteristics of historical sites in differ-
ent periods.

The line density analysis tool is used to calculate the density of line elements in
the neighborhood of each output raster pixel, and the density is measured in length
units/area units. Line density analysis can be used to understand the density of roads that
impact wildlife habitats [50] or the density of utility lines in towns and cities, to estimate
the attractiveness of urban spaces for pedestrian traffic [51], and to estimate utilization
distribution and home ranges [45].

According to this definition of line density, line density can be expressed as the ratio of
the length of network paths within a parcel to the area of the parcel. The specific calculation
formula is as follows.

f (x) = ∑ Lx

A
(3)

where Lx is the length of the road network; x in a certain area A; A is the whole area with a
radius R.
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This paper uses line densities and their distribution, to reveal the distribution charac-
teristics of streets in different periods.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Map Visualization and Related Thematic Maps

By organizing and analyzing the data collection and using visualization techniques in
the GIS platform, the relevant information is obtained and the location analysis maps of
the water system Figures 7–10 and the artificial settlement sites and the location analysis
maps between the water system and the artificial settlement sites Figures 11–13 are created.

Figure 7. Location map of the Yudai River in 1635.

Figure 8. Location map of the North “Yudai River” (i.e., the moat) and the “Yudai River in 1864.

Figure 9. Location map of Houhu water system in 1905.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 10. The spatial-temporal evolution of the Hankou water system from 1905 to 1949. From the
top left corner to the bottom right one, the time is 1915, 1924, 1927, 1932, 1938, 1949, respectively.
(a) the distribution of the water systems in 1915; (b) the distribution of the water systems in 1924;
(c) the distribution of the water systems in 1927; (d) the distribution of the water systems in 1932;
(e) the distribution of the water systems in 1938; (f) the distribution of the water systems in 1949.

The water system pattern in Hankou had the following changes between 1635 and
1949, according to the visualization analysis.

From 1635–1864, it changed from two rivers (Hanjiang River and Yangtze River) and
their tributary (Yudai River) to two rivers (Hanjiang River and Yangtze River) and their
tributary (North Yudai River).

From 1864–1905, it changed from two rivers (Hanjiang River and Yangtze River) and
their tributary (North Yudai River) to two rivers (Hanjiang River and Yangtze River) and
one lake (Houhu Lake).

From 1905–1949, it changed from two rivers (Hanjiang River and Yangtze River) and
one lake (Houhu) to two rivers (Yangtze River and Hanjiang River) and many lakes.

We examine and evaluate the spatial and temporal distribution of the artificial settle-
ment sites in Hankou during these phases based on the three phases of the above-mentioned
changes in the water system pattern in Hankou.

In addition, this subsection produces a map of the distribution of the Hankow water
system and establishes a database of the historical water system of Hankow, which is a
historical sorting and summary of this part of the Hankow water system research object.

The following information can be obtained from the map visualization and related
thematic map of the artificial settlement sites in Hankou: from 1635 to 1864, there were
an increasing number of artificial settlement sites that were distributed along the water
system, keeping a reasonable distance from the water; the distribution center of Hankou
wharf buildings shifted from the Hanjiang River to the Yangtze River. As the objects of
urban construction concern and the recorded objects in the related historical maps changed,
the focus of the artificial settlement sites in this paper in the period of 1905–1949 shifted
from historical buildings to streets, and the streets become denser and tended to extend
northward and eastward in that period.
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Figure 11. Distribution map of artificial settlement sites in the period 1635–1864.

Figure 12. Distribution map of artificial settlement sites in the period 1864–1905.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 13. Cont.
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(d) (e) (f)

Figure 13. The historical evolution of the street system in the Hankou area from 1905 to 1949. From the
top left corner to the bottom right one, the time is 1915, 1924, 1927, 1930, 1938, 1949: (a) the map of
the street system in 1915; (b) the map of the street system in 1924; (c) the map of the system system in
1927; (d) the map of the system system in 1932; (e) the map of the system system in 1938; (f) the map
of the system system in 1949.

3.2. Spatial Analysis
3.2.1. Buffer Area Analysis

The river systems and artificial settlement sites within the same period in Hankou’s
history are sorted out and spatially analyzed: in the buffer area formula, Oi is the river
line segment of the Yudai River, R is the linear unit radius of 100, d is the minimum
Euclidean geometric distance set by the original GIS parameters, and Bi is the set of all
artificial settlement sites within the buffer area from the river line segment of the Yudai
River. To quantify the river system and artificial settlement sites, the number of sites within
the buffer area of the river systems is employed, and the distribution of the relationship
between them over the period 1635–1905 is obtained Figures 14a–c and 15.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 14. Distribution of the water system and historical relics in the Hankou area: (a) The buffer
zone of “Yudai River” and the historical sites in 1635; (b) The buffer zone of “Yudai River” and
historical sites in 1864; (c) The buffer zone of “Yudai River” and historical sites in 1905.

Figure 15. Bar chart of the Yudai River buffer area in relation to historical sites.
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3.2.2. Density Analysis
Kernel Density Analysis

In the kernel density formula, f (x) is the estimated kernel density of historical building
points of the artificial settlement sites in Hankou; x − xi is the range between building
point x and point xi; h is the search radius set by the original GIS parameters; n is the
number of historical building points within the search range; K((x− xi)/h) is the kernel
function of x− xi the kernel density analysis of the sites of the Hankow artificial settlement
from 1635–1864 and 1864–1905. Table 3 is obtained with the above parameter settings and
output pixel size of 6.13, carried out for different periods; Figure 16.

Table 3. Table of parameters corresponding to the kernel density analysis formula.

No. Object h n Output Pixel Size

1 1635–1864 51.14 107 6.13
2 1864–1905 51.14 195 6.13

(a)

(b)

Figure 16. (a) Kernel density analysis of artificial settlement sites in Hankou during the period
1635–1864. (b) Kernel density analysis of artificial settlement sites in Hankou during the pe-
riod 1864–1905.

There were four primary areas of higher density within the city of Hankou during
the era of 1635–1864, which suggests that Hankou was already taking shape as a town
at that time. This was shown by comparing the kernel density analysis maps for both
periods (Figure 16). Of the four areas, Region 1 had the highest density and was located
around the confluence of the Yudai River and the Hanjiang river, indicating that when
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Hankou was first established, it was likely constrained by social, environmental, and tech-
nological limitations, and because the Hanjiang river is smaller than the Yangtze River, it
was more convenient for the people of Hankou to live and work there. Region 2 had a larger
population density, indicating that the people’s living space was not just in the vicinity of
the confluence of the Yudai and Hanjiang rivers, but also within the Hankou region.

During the years 1864 to 1905, Hankou had four primary areas with higher densities,
with Region 7 in the city’s heart, close to the confluence of the Yangtze and Hanjiang
rivers, having the highest density. This shows that continuous improvement of science and
technology, the city’s rapid social and economic development, the entrance of sophisticated
Western doctrines, and the use of huge ships after the opening of Hankou increased the
city’s need for production and living, which resulted in the building of a new town center
in Region 7. The original Region 7 was Region 4 during the period 1635–1864, indicating
that Hankou’s ongoing development led to Region 7’s success rather than it occurring
overnight. Region 3 was no longer one of the centers of Hankou, and instead, Hankou’s
new center was Region 8. However, the development of Region 8, which is located along
the Yangtze River, shows that Hankou’s population was consistently moving east with
their activities.

The inner city of Hankou gradually shifted eastward from the meeting point of the
Yudai River and the Hanjiang River to the region along the Yangtze River, according to the
nuclear density analysis of the aforementioned two historical periods. The reason for this
is that, with the development of the city, the progress of science and technology, and the
introduction of advanced Western theories and large ships after the opening of Hankou,
the hydrological conditions of the Hanjiang River and the width of the river no longer
suited the needs of mooring, which had a significant impact on Hankou—the center of
Hankou town began at the Hanjiang riverside of the western part of Hankou along the
river and kept developing to the east.

Line Density Analysis

The morphological changes of streets as a sort of functional urban space are inextricably
linked to social production and social practice processes. After 1905, the construction of
streets was the primary focus of urban development in the Hankou region. The coupling
relationship between streets and river systems from 1905 to 1949 is the main topic of
this study. The amount of people living in an area is directly reflected in the density of
the streets.

In the line density formula: R is the default radius value of GIS; f (x) is the line density
value of the street line segment; Lx is the length of the street in the street network; A is
the area of the circle with default parameter radius R. Based on the relevant comparative
study requirements and parameter settings, this study is conducted with the search radius
R of 35.62 and the output pixel size of 4.27, respectively, for density analysis, to obtain the
street–river system relationship map and its corresponding line density map during the
period 1905–1949 in Figure 17.

The city streets continued to extend to the north throughout the years 1905–1949,
as shown by the street distribution map in Figure 17. This is because the Hanjiang River
borders Hankou to the south; as a result of such natural circumstances, the city could only
keep growing to the north, and the streets continued to spread into the water system.

Based on the characteristics of the corresponding line density maps during the period
1905–1949 we learn the following (shown in Figure 17):

• The density centers of streets in 1915, shown in Figure 17a, were mainly located in
Regions 1, . . . , 4, where Regions 1 and 2 were located along Hanjiang River while
Regions 3 and 4 were along the Yangtze River.

• The density centers of streets in 1924, shown in Figure 17b, were mainly located in
Regions 5, . . . , 9, where Regions 5 and 6 were located along Hanjiang River while
Regions 7, . . . , 9 were along the Yangtze River.
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• The density centers of the streets in 1927, shown in Figure 17c, were mainly located
in Regions 10, . . . , 13, where Region 10 and 11 were located along the Hanjiang River
while Region 12 and 13 are along the Yangtze River.

• The density centers of the streets in 1932, shown in Figure 17d, were mainly located
in Regions 14, . . . , 18, where Region 14 was located along Hanjiang River, Regions 15
and 18 were along the Yangtze River, while Regions 16 and 17 were closer to the inner
city water system of this city.

• The density centers of streets in 1938, shown in Figure 17e, were mainly located
in Regions 19, . . . , 25, where Regions 19 and 20 were located along Hanjiang River,
Regions 22, 23, and 25 were along the Yangtze River, while Regions 21 and 24 were
closer to the internal water system of this city.

• The density centers of the streets in 1949, shown in Figure 17f, were mainly located in
Regions 26, . . . , 32, where Regions 26 and 27 were along the Hanjiang River, Regions 29
and 32 were along the Yangtze River, Region 28 at the confluence of the Hanjiang River
and the Yangtze River, while Region 30 and 31 were closer to the inner water system.

By checking the road–water system relationship map and its corresponding line
density map from 1905 to 1949, we can see that the riverbank area along the Hanjiang River
and Yangtze River is in a high-density area, which is due to the fact that the confluence of
the Hanjiang River and the Yangtze River has always been the center of gravity for urban
road traffic.

Figure 17. The Street layout and density analysis of the Hankou area from 1905 to 1949. From the top
left corner to the bottom right, the time is 1915, 1924, 1927, 1932, 1938, 1949: (a) the Street layout and
density analysis in 1915; (b) the Street layout and density analysis in 1924; (c) the Street layout and
density analysis in 1927; (d) the Street layout and density analysis in 1932; (e) the Street layout and
density analysis in 1938; (f) the Street layout and density analysis in 1949.

This phenomenon indicates that the human–water relationship was very close, and the
development of Hankou town and the development of Hankou shifted toward the Hanjiang
and Yangtze rivers. Because Hankou is at the confluence of the Hanjiang river and the
Yangtze River, its excellent geographical location and water transportation advantages
have made its internal streets centered around the Yangtze River and the Hanjiang river.
However, starting in 1932, the region around the city’s internal river system also started to
be heavily populated with streets. This is because Hankou’s construction and development
were no longer restricted to the city’s large river system after the opening of Hankou,
and new planning and engineering ideas and technologies were introduced. Instead,
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Hankou’s residents could more easily further integrate into the natural environment by
utilizing large water facilities, which sparked construction and development within the
local community.

The results indicate that there is a close connection between the Hankow people and
the water, based on the extraction and compilation of data from the Hankow water system
and artificial settlement sites to create a database of historical Hankow knowledge.

The process of the human-water relationship over the course of Hankou’s urban
history can be divided into three phases as a result of changes in technology and ideas: the
period of proximity to the water system from 1635–1864, the period of avoiding flooding
from 1864–1905, and the period of using the water system from 1905–1949. The pattern
of the human-water connection in Hankou, which changed from hostility to harmonious
co-development, is reflected in the shift in the relationship between people and the water
system from water avoidance to water management to water usage. According to the
study on the historical development of this type of human-water relationship in Hankou,
the city’s growth is consistent with the Chinese traditional idea of habitat construction
stated in Guanzi, which is that “The best place to live is close to water conservancy but also
avoid flood.”

4. Conclusions

Activities near water systems have long been prioritized by humans, and historically,
rivers have been both a key region for urban growth and an essential element of city life.
Some Chinese cities experienced issues during the country’s previous rapid urbanization
process, including overuse of rivers and water pollution, which hampered the towns’
ability to grow sustainably. Therefore, the focus of this paper is on the environmental
changes of settlements and the thought of human habitat in ancient China, so as to clarify
the evolution of human habitat, sort out the relationship between humans and water,
and provide historical experience for the sustainable development of cities. This study
analyzes the coupling relationship between humans and water in Hankow using GIS spatial
analytic techniques such as buffer analysis and density analysis [51–62], in contrast to the
intimate interaction between humans and water described through qualitative texts [27–30].
It also offers a quantitative analysis-based analytical approach for researching the history
of environmental evolution in urban settlement environments.

This study, in addition, differs from studies that use GIS and big data for quantitative
analysis of geographic distribution characteristics and settlement evolution [13,15,19,20]
as well as studies of single items utilizing the GIS’s cartographic function [14,16–18,22].
This study investigates the relationship between Hankou’s urban growth and its natural
waterways in two dimensions, beginning with the construction of Hankou’s first artificial
river (1635) and ending with the fall of ancient China (1949).

Unlike previous qualitative studies of urban settlements and water systems with
separate textual descriptions, this study uses historical map translation tools and the data
management function of GIS to establish the historical geographic information database of
Hankou, Wuhan (a database specifically established for the subject of this study, and multi-
ple information on different elements can be added in the future to improve the historical
geographic information database of Hankou) and visualizes the water system and artificial
settlement. The distribution of the Hankou water system and artificial settlement sites can
be visualized through the mapping function. Additionally, through quantitative spatial
analysis of GIS, the buffer zone analysis and density analysis of the Hankou water system
and artificial settlement sites were obtained, proving the close connection between humans
and water in Hankou in the past and validating the ancient idea that “the best place to live
is close to water conservancy but also avoid flood” is a necessity for the development of
human living environments and water management.

The main innovations of this paper are:

• Water is very important for the human settlement environment, and the city’s location
depends greatly on its water system. The basic geographic conditions for the construc-
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tion of the city are provided by the water system’s environment, and this environment
also draws people to the city [63,64].

• Human activities influence the pattern of the water system. Hankou’s water system
changed from having two rivers (the Hanjiang River and the Yangtze River) and their
tributary, the Yudai River, in 1635 to having two rivers (the Hanjiang River and the
Yangtze River) and their tributary, the North Yudai River, in 1864 to having two rivers
(the Hanjiang River and the Yangtze River) and one lake (the Houhu Lake) in 1905 to
having two rivers and many lakes in 1949.The evolution of the habitat, which is the
urban environment, has been influenced by human management of water.

• The water system has a high degree of coupling with the artificial settlement sites.
A coupling relationship between the Hankou water system and the artificial settlement
sites is discovered after coupling research was carried out in both the temporal and
spatial dimensions.

In our upcoming work, we will use quantitative analysis research methods to further
examine various regional cities with an abundance of water resources (such as Wuhan
Wuchang, Wuhan Hanyang, Nanjing, etc.); on the other hand, we will investigate the prob-
lem of human-water relationships in contemporary Chinese cities after 1949. Additionally,
we can further add different element information to improve the historical geographic
information base, using single element information of the database or multiple element
information to further investigate the coupling relationship between human actions and
other elements at a larger scale.
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